
The redevelopment of 404 Park Avenue South — aka ‘Huys‘ — is nearing completion, and the first of the building’s dec-
orative netting has been removed, revealing significant improvements to the underlying structure. Helmed by Piet Boon, 
the renovation transformed the tower into a set of 58 residences; the developer is Kroonenberg Groep.

Curbed reported that within Huys, the penthouses are asking between $6.75 and $10.5 million, and range in size from 
2,400 to over 3,000 square feet. Permits indicate the entirety of the project measures 107,662  square feet, including a 5,130 
square foot commercial component on the first floor. 

While exterior changes have been focused on relatively minor details, the collective shift has given 404 Park Avenue 
South a whole new look; some windows bulge out of the brick facade, while others are inset within. The contemporary 
accents help to differentiate Huys from similar pre-war conversions in the neighborhood, and also enhance the contrast 
with 400 Park Avenue South, which stands directly across 28th Street.

Together, the projects represent the best of both kinds of development, with their architecture quality warranted by 
the rapidly rising cache of the part-NoMAD and part-Gramercy locale. The southern reaches of Park Avenue South have 
rapidly developed into a desirable neighborhood, with the rise of NoMAD a primary contributing factor.

Completion of 404 Park Avenue South is expected this year.

Construction is in full swing at One Vandam, which 
was designed by BKSK Architects; YIMBY sat down 
with the firm’s George Schieferdecker to discuss the 
project’s specifications, context, and overall design 
concept.

YIMBY in bold.

How many floors is One Vandam?
The building has fourteen floors, and the first floor 
is double-height. The building has three penthouses 
— including a triplex — which are all located on the 
upper floors.

And how did you balance the development with its 
‘historic’ surroundings?
Well that’s an interesting discussion; sometimes the 

press tells us that we’re very tall, compared to our sur-
roundings.

Which is ridiculous. The building across the street is 
fifteen floors tall. 
That to me is really obvious. We’re on the fourteenth 
floor [of the sales center across the street], and we’re 
going to be level with their penthouses — or maybe 
lower. So what it’s doing I think, is sort of modulat-
ing the scale of the city. What is historical about this 
area is kind of difficult to pin down; I mean you’ve got 
some SoHo, which is a wonderful neighborhood, but 
we’re on the edge of SoHo. And you’ve got where we’re 
sitting right now — which is Avenue of the Americas –

Which is also ‘Hudson Square,’ yes? What exactly is 
the neighborhood here?


